Landscape with Invisible Hand by M. T Anderson
When jobs typically done by humans are replaced with alien technology, Adam's parents have no money for food, clean water, or medicine, forcing Adam and his girlfriend Chloe to get creative. (2017)

Munmun by Jesse Andrews
In a society where a person's size is directly proportional to his or her wealth, littlepoor Warner, thirteen, and Prayer, fifteen, struggle to improve their lot in a world built against them. (2018)

A Conspiracy of Stars by Olivia A. Cole
Wanting nothing more than to follow in the footsteps of her prestigious scientist parents to study the secrets of the jungle, Octavia is alarmed by the extremist views of a newly elected Council leader, who sanctions an attack on the jungle's indigenous people. Whitecoat's Daughter, 1. (2018)

Stronger, Faster, and More Beautiful by Arwen Dayton
A twisted story about the pursuit of perfection in the future envisions a world where science enables people to live whatever lives they can imagine, triggering unanticipated consequences. (2018)

The Marrow Thieves by Cherie Dimaline
In a world where most people have lost the ability to dream, a fifteen-year-old Indigenous boy who is still able to dream struggles for survival against an army of "recruiters" who seek to steal his marrow and return dreams to the rest of the world. (2017)

The Disasters by M. K. England
Expelled from the elite Ellis Station Academy on his first day, hotshot pilot Nax Hall boards a ship back to Earth with three other ejected students, only to be framed for a terrorist attack on the school. (2018)

Invictus by Ryan Graudin
A group of time-traveling teens race through history to try to stop time and the multiverse from unraveling. (2017)

The Apocalypse of Elena Mendoza by Shaun David Hutchinson
A teen born via parthenogenesis to a virgin mother discovers her baffling ability to heal when she saves her longtime crush from a gunshot wound, a situation that is complicated by other seeming miracles and manifestations. (2018)

Aurora Rising by Amie Kaufman
Relegated by a misguided act of heroism to a squad comprised of his school's hopeless misfits, a graduating cadet in a 24th-century space academy rescues a centuries-hibernating girl from interdimensional space, only to be swept up in an interstellar war millions of years in the making. Aurora Cycle, 1. (2017)
**Illuminae** by Amie Kaufman
Caught in the crossfire of a megacorporation rivalry in 2575, Kady and Ezra, who have just broken up, flee their home planet on an evacuation ship that is quickly overwhelmed by a fast-spreading plague. Illuminae Files, 1. (2015)

**Life L1k3** by Jay Kristoff
When Eve learns she can destroy machines with her mind, she becomes a target for a group of puritanical fanatics, and with her new android best friend Ezekiel, faces cyborg assassins. (2018)

**Exo** by Fonda Lee
Donovan Reyes is a loyal member of an alien security force on Earth, but after a routine search and seizure goes bad, Donovan finds himself a captive of the human revolutionary group, Sapience, terrorists who seem to prefer war to alien rule. (2017)

**Warcross** by Marie Lu
After hacking into the Warcross Championships' opening game to track illegal betting, bounty hunter Emika Chen is asked by the game's creator to go undercover to investigate a security problem, where she uncovers a sinister plot. Warcross, 1. (2017)

**Nyxia** by Scott Reintgen
Recruited by a mysterious corporation for a mission in outer space, an ordinary teen joins a group of fellow travelers, each of whom must earn the right to travel down to a paradise planet where the universe's most valuable mineral has been discovered. (2017)

**Skyward** by Brandon Sanderson
When a long-term attack against her world by the alien Krell escalates, Spensa's dream of becoming a pilot may come true, despite her deceased father being labeled a deserter. Skyward, 1. (2018)

**Scythe** by Neal Shusterman
In a world in which the only way to die is to be killed by a scythe, Citra and Rowan compete to earn a position as a scythe's apprentice—a competition that will see the loser die by the hand of the winner. Arc of a Scythe, 1. (2016)

**On a Sunbeam** by Tillie Walden
An award-winning cartoonist presents the graphic-novel story of a crew member who travels to the ends of the universe to find a long-lost love while helping her team rebuild beautiful, broken-down historical structures on faraway planets. (2018)
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